AGENDA - A

ISSUES FOR DISCUSSIONS

& DELIBERATIONS

1. National Medical Commission (NMC) Bill
2. IMA Self Regulation Policy
3. Clinical Establishments Act, Haryana State
4. Medical Emblem
5. Satyagraha or Sangharsh as IMA strategy
6. Pollution and Health
7. TB and AMR
8. Inter Ministerial Minutes Implementation
9. New IMA Projects launches
10. Professional image
11. JIMA ...................................................................................................... 17
12. Criminalization of medical practice practically in every law
13. West Bengal Clinical Establishment act
14. Karnataka clinical establishment act
15. Non MBBS to sign path and micro lab reports?
16. Tirumala Trust Follow Up
17. Contributions from State Branches, IMA for NATCON
Activity report of Journal of IMA (JIMA)

After a long struggle with Postal Department and RNI department the obstacles for posting of JIMA has been cleared. Postal Department fixed the date of dispatch as on 21 & 22 of every month. March issue of JIMA has been dispatched to all the members on 28 & 29th March with special permission. April, 2017 issue was dispatched late on periodical rates.

We have published special issue on Cardiology in the month of August and Diabetes in the month of November.

Number of JIMA Printed: January: 10,000, February: Nil, March: 1,50,600 copies; April: 1,50,600 copies, May: 149200 copies; June: 148900 copies; July: 147900 copies, August: 140100 copies, September: 1,45,350 copies, October: 10,000 copies, November: 10,000 copies (as advised by IMA HQs.).

We have been uploading e-journal in our website regularly.

We appeal to the IMA HQs. to send the HFC and list of new members immediately so that we can send JIMA to them as well.

We appeal to the members to send evidence based Articles for JIMA. Every suggestion is welcome for betterment of JIMA.

Long live JIMA, Long live IMA!

Dr. Dilip Kumar Dutta           Dr. Kakali Sen
Hony. Editor, JIMA              Hony. Secretary, JIMA